Abstract-The distributed system is consisted of transmission resources, computing resources and storage resource. The construction, evaluation and testing of trusted distributed system are challengeable for users and administrators. This paper proposes several methods to evaluate performance and protection technologies in order to enhance the security of transmission resources, computing resources and storage resources. The evaluations include the performance of security, security level and security logics.
II. SECURITY VALUE AND SECURITY LOGIC
At first, what customers concerned is whether the distributed system is secure or not. If the distributed system is secure, the value "1" is given to evaluate the system security. Otherwise, the value "0" is given to evaluate the system security [3] .The value for evaluating whether, the distributed system is secure or not, is referred to as "security logic".
But, sometimes customers want to know the degree of security the distributed system they are going to use. Researchers tend to give a value to indicate or to show how secure the distributed system is. Such value is referred as "security value". The security value is the value in the range between: 0.0-1.0, such as 0.5, 0.71, 0.87, 0.9 and 0.94 etc...
We can apply these two values, security logic and security value, to any distributed systems. If the distributed system is secure, the security logic is assigned to "1" and nobody will care what the security value is, because when security logic is assigned to "1" that means security value will also will be absolutely 1.0.On the other hand, if the distributed system is not secure, the security logic is assigned to "0" In this case customers are still interested to know how secure the distributed system is. That means they want to know the security value of this distributed system, it could be high enough.
If the security of distributed system is described as "security logic = "0" and "security value = 0.9", such distributed system is considered as a good secure system, which also better than (more secure) the system described as "security logic = "0" and "security value = 0.1", which has the critical fault in the system. We can also combine the security logic and the security value in a way that can reflect security degree of the system according to conjunction of the two values, we combine the security logic and the security value as (security logic, security value) = (L, S).
where L and S represents Security Logic & Security value.
According to the security logic (L) and security value(S), we can rank the security of any system as the following: (L, S)= (1, 1.0) > (0, 0.9) > (0, 0.7) >… > (0, .00)
The best case is that the security logic is "1". That is the system is absolutely secure.
The second case is that, even though the security logic is"0", the security value can still be in a high value, which can keep the distributed system secure enough.
The final case is that, the security logic is "0"; the security value is also approach to 0.0 values which is the worst case that means the distributed system is absolutely not secure.
III. SECURITY EVALUATION
The security evaluation is a technology to compute the value of trust and security. The trust and security include the computing resource security, the transmission resource security and the storage resource security. The storage resource security is the basic resource security in this case [4] . However, the distributed system has more than one resource; for example, a distributed system commonly includes the local computing resource, local storage resource, transmission resource, remote computing resource and remote storage resource [5] . Such system is referred as multi-resources system. For the multi-resources system, the evaluation for the security of such system is more complex than the single-resource system. The following gives the solution for security evaluation of multi-resources system.
A. Importance Value for Multi-Resources System
As the security importance is defined according to the importance of the resources, such as computing resources, storage resources and transmission resources, we can give an expression for an importance value imp i ∈[0, 1] for each resource in the system.  Where is the resource number We give the importance value for each resource in the tested system as depicted in the following table (Table I) for testing. following facts into consideration in order to understand the effect of some resources in the distributed system: Most security issues happen on the storage resources. Most malicious users archive their target by attacking servers' disks. Moreover, server administrators and managers could easily access server disks. Hence, the storage resources, especially server storage resources, are most important resources (security value) to users compared with other resources in the system.
At the user end, the keyboard, screen, COM1, and COM2 are controlled by customers and hosted in a secure location, home or office (private use only). Such resources have less opportunity to leak information or being attacked by malicious users. Hence, they are less important than storage resources.
The computing resources, such as central process units (CPUs) in servers" computers, are provided by the third party companies and hosted in carries' internet data centers (IDC). Administrators could know the computing resources and users' private data. Hence, the computing resources are important resources as well.
The transmission resources, such as fibers, routers and switches, provided by carries, are deployed in the country side, streets and buildings, where anybody can access the network. Even though they are in an unsafe location, information in transmission resources is not so easy to be known by malicious users. So a transmission resource is less important than storage resources and more important than other resources.
B. Security Value Calculation for Multi-Resources System
Multi-resources systems, such as the distributed system, would have more than one resource, including storage resources, computing resources and transmission resources [6] . Even though we can define the importance and security value for resources, we should create a formula to calculate the security value for multi-resources systems as a whole. The security value for multi-resources systems is the total security values of the whole system.
When dealing with individual resource, such storage resource, transmission resource and computing resource, we can simply give a security value to the resource by the following notations:  Si ∈ [0, 1] Denotes the security value for the ith resource.  impi ∈ [0, 1] Denotes the importance value for the ith resource.  impi × Si ∈ [0, 1] Denotes the security value for the ith resource occupied in the system. According to the above definition, we can derive a general formula to calculate the total security value as following:
where n denotes the total number of resources. i is the resource number, or the i th resource.
If the system includes all resources, then:
The importance value denotes the importance of resources. As we can see in Table I , the importance value is ranked as: imp 2 >imp 3 >imp 1 … Hence, the storage resource is the most important resource regarding the security value. The importance value depends on the importance to the security with resources. With regards the importance value, we take
The security value for the system is calculated by using (1) and defined as the interval values from 0.0 to 1.0. The value is viewed as the total security situation for the distributed system. The following section will give an illustration by an example of evaluating the multi-resources systems.
C. Evaluation of Multi-Resources Systems
According to Table I , the security of storage resource is the most important resource in our tested system in terms of security, where data is well arranged and easy to handle and get, when the storage system is in uncontrolled situation. The computing and transmission resource are less important than the storage resource. At last, the peripheral devices, such as keyboards and screens resources, are not important compared with the other parts of the distributed system.
In order to understand the calculation of security value of multi-resources system, Table II give importance values and security values to every resource in the multi-resources system. According to the security values and importance values in Table II , we can calculate the security value of the multi-resources system by using (1) we get the following result:
If the multi-resources system only includes two resources, computing resource and transmission resource, labeled in Table II as resource number 1 and 2, we can use the same formula to calculate the security value of the system and get the following result:
Similarly, we can calculate the security value of the systems with an arbitrary numbers of resources (individual, dual and multi-resources) by means of (1). The security value for the multi-resources system is the total security value of all resources in that system. The security value may vary in different multi-resources system. The security value of the sub-system could be larger or smaller than the security value of the total system. As we can see, in the previous examples the second multi-resources system is a sub-system of the first multi-resources system and its security value is less than the first multi-resources system.
D. An Evaluation to Transmission Resources
Transmission resource is consisted of routers, switches and links [7] . Unauthorized users could capture packets from routers, switches and even links. Packets in the transmission resources can be classified into two categories. The first category refers to the packets whose contents are encrypted, and the other category is that the contents of the packets are not encrypted (included the plaintext). The security value and security logic for transmission resources are defined as follows:
The security value for transmission resource indicates or shows to the users how safe the transmission is by giving a dedicated value that ranges from 0.0 to 1.0.
The security logic for transmission resources indicates or shows to the users whether the transmission is absolutely safe or not, by giving only two dedicated Boolean value "0" or"1".
The next two sections will explain the way of evaluation of security value and security logic for transmission resources.
The security value for transmission resources depends on some conditions that will be described in the following status:  Status 1: Whether the encrypted contents of the packets [8] could be decrypted or not.  Status 2: Whether the contents in the packets are encrypted or not.  Status 3: How many packets the intruder can capture during packet transmission. Suppose that the content of the packets can be decrypted as soon as all packets including its content are captured, when the malicious users or the intruders know the decryption algorithm [9] . In status 1 the security value is: where S can be one of the following cases:  Case 1: S =0.0, (if the intruder or malicious knows the decryption algorithm and captures all the packets).  Case 2: S is between 0.0 and 1.0, (if the intruder or malicious user knows the decryption algorithm but cannot capture all the packets).  Case 3: S =1.0, (if the intruder or malicious do not know the decryption algorithm). For example, if the malicious knows the decryption algorithm and capture 50% of packets that the user sends. The security value of this transmission will be about S=0.5.
When the contents of the packets are in status 2 (contents of the packets are not encrypted), i.e., in the plaintext form, we should use the physical policy, like multi-paths transmission. Then the security value is: where S in this case will be one of the following cases:  Case 1: when S =0.0, (if the intruder or malicious captures all the packets)  Case 2: when S is between 0.0 and 1.0, (if the intruder or malicious captures some of the packets).
The security logic for transmission resources highly depends on the decryption algorithm and the location where the network is hosted. Since formulas could give us a direct view of security, we analyze the security logic by using discrete mathematics expressions. The following gives the security logical value and expressions. Let  P: The logical sentence: "the content can be decrypted".
That has only one of the Boolean values "0" or "1".  Q(x): Packet x would be captured. The value also is one of the Boolean values "0" or "1".  R: The content is known to unauthorized users.
We can give the expression for the transmission crack logical value in the first case as follows:
While the expression for the transmission crack logical value in the second case as follows:
where: ∀ : denotes for all, and →: denotes for the logical "imply".
E. Evaluation to the Multi-Paths Transmission
In private connections applications [10] , for instance, users connected to a bank server have already data encryption in transmission, and their servers are protected and blocked physically by locked building and even guards. We need also an encryption connections using multi-paths transmission in such case [11] .
As the security value depends on how many packets the unauthorized user can capture, we can transmit packets to many paths in order to avoid the packet capturing due to monitoring of unauthorized users [12] , [13] . We can calculate the security value s according to the following formula, when the unauthorized user can decrypt some or all packets he captured from the monitored path:
where: L: is the length of content in bytes. m: is the number of packets the unauthorized user can"t capture. n: is the packet length, and S: is the security value. Suppose a customer has a file which has 20000 bytes to transmit over the internet. The file is encapsulated into 200 packets. The customer forward 200 packets via 4 paths and each path has 50 packets to pass through. However, 2 paths are monitored by malicious users. We get the following security value by using (2) 
1) Security value for the multi-paths transmission
The following scenario is given to research on the packet encryption and multi-path transmission, which have both the real and most effects on the security value. In this scenario we are going to consider only the transmission resources. We are also going to calculate the security values in each situation and compare it with other situation in order to find what transmission resources is really affected by. The scenario we given here has a content of 20000 bytes and want transmit such content to the destination using the plaintext and encryption technologies. We also give 6 solutions for each composition transmission policies. The following values for packet lengths and paths will be used:  The packet length can be one of two different lengths: the smallest packet length is 64 bytes, and the largest packet length is 1400 bytes.  Paths: We use both 2 paths and 6 paths to transmit the content of the packet to its final destination in order to avoid paths monitoring and then packet capturing.  Capture packets: As a consequence of path monitored by unauthorized users, packets could be captured. The following Table shows the transmission solutions for different packets lengths and different paths used: With solution 1, 2 and 3 the content has: 20000/64 =313 (packets) , and with solution 4, 5 and 6 the content has only: 20000/1400 =15 (packets). In order to enhance the security in the transmission, multi-paths technology is used. Since one or more paths may be monitored as, some packets following these paths could be captured by unauthorized users. Suppose that all unauthorized users can decrypt the content in one or more packets according to the packets which are captured from the paths. If more packets are captured, the security value becomes smaller and if fewer packets are captured the security value will be higher. According to this policy, we get the total packets and captured packets results as shown in Table III . Packets are evenly transmitted over different paths. For instance, with solution 1, 313 packets are divided into two paths before transmitted i.e. (313/2) = (156 and 157) small packet labeled as (less) and longer packet labeled as (more), respectively. Solution 2 has six paths (52, 52, 52, 52, 52, and 53), so that the malicious user could capture either 52 packets or 53 packets, labeled as 52 (less) and 53 (more). Solution 3 has two paths monitored so that the malicious user could capture 104 packets or 105 packets. In the same way, solution 4 has two paths with 7 packets or 8 packets which could be captured. Solution 5 has six paths with packets (2, 2, 2, 3, 3, and 3) and one path is monitored, the malicious user could capture 2 packets or 3 packets. And finally solution 6 has six paths with packets distribution (2, 2, 2, 3, 3, and 3) and two paths monitored; the malicious user could capture 4 or 6 packets. We are going to use the following formula for calculating the security values for different solution (scenario):
For example, with solution 1, the security value will be:
=1-156/313 ≈0.5016
With all solutions in Table IV , we achieved the following results of security values in Table V . With results we getting from Table V , we can easily calculate security values for these solutions. The security values are shown in Fig. 2 . Each solution (one of 6 solutions) has two security values. One is calculated depending on the situation that the unauthorized user captures fewer packets (Labeled as "Less" in Fig. 2 ), while the other is depending on the situation that the unauthorized user captures more packets (Labeled as "More" in Fig. 2) . With the result we get from Table V and Fig. 2 we can come to the following conclusion:  When fewer paths are monitored, then as consequences fewer packet are may be captured by unauthorized user, the security value will be higher.  When more paths are used in the multi-paths transmission, the system will be more secure and the security value will be higher.
 Compared with other security value, packet size has little effect on security value in such model. The "less" and "more" will give a view of influence difference on the packets length.
2) Security logic for the multi-paths transmission
The security logic is a method to know how such kind of system is secure [14] . The security logic value is, "0" or "1". If the security logic is "0", that means the system is not secure. Otherwise, the system is secure. There are some conditions considered as not secure, we are going to define some rules in order to calculate the security logic value for those conditions.
Suppose the security value is: L, which can be an expression: 0 ≤ L ≤ 1, then:  L=L1=0; when the contents of the packet are using one path and each packet can be decrypted  L=L2=1-x/p; when multi-paths transmission is used but some packets could be captured due to the monitoring of some paths where p: is the number of packets in the multi-paths transmission, x denotes the number of packet in the paths the unauthorized user can monitor and then capture.  L=L3=1; when the contents of the packet cannot be decrypted and multi-paths transmission is used. Now let"s consider the following assumptions as well: P1 denotes the use of one path transmission. P2 denotes the use of multi-path transmission.
By using the above security values and what kind of path transmission used, we can find out the security logic for each expression as listed in Table VI. 
L1
The decryption is done by capturing every encrypted packet, or plaintext, on the path.
L2
The decryption depending on the full content of all packets captured from different paths.
[1-X/P]; where X is number of packet captured, P is number of packets used in multi-path transmission.
L3
Packets can"t be decrypted 1 P1
One path transmission is used 0 P2
Multi-paths transmission is used 1
When we consider the above situation and conditions, we can simply get the security logic for different combinations as shown in Table VII. As we can see clearly from Table VII, the best policy is that the encryption algorithm cannot be known by anyone or cannot be decrypted by unauthorized users. Otherwise, with the multi-paths transmission or other policies, we need to control the physical locations of the resources, such the locations of routers, links and switches. When we use the plaintext and simple encryption algorithm to transmit data, the security logic is not known to users.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes several methods to evaluate performances and protection technologies in order to enhance the security of transmission resources, computing resources and storage resources. The evaluation technologies include the evaluation of multi-paths transmission, the security logics, security levels and security combinations. With the evaluation of multi-paths transmission, the paper can address the issue of transmission security. ACKNOWLEDGMENT Alsharif Mohamed Y. Ahmed, thanks and deep gratitude to my advisor Prof. Dr. Qian Depei, he taught me to work hard is the way to succeed. He guided me and encouraged me to develop my skills as researcher.
